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You can't deny it bro!

  

Today's track is Meta Crystal from Super Smash Bros.!

  

{audio}http://www.angry-gamers.com/music/120%20Meta%20Crystal.mp3{/audio}

  

Please  note   due to copyright issues I      can  not make this song available  for you to  
download directly

  

There's no doubt that the Super Smash Bros. series is probably the most popular "spin-off"
game Nintendo has produced in all their years of existance. The idea of having the most
popular Nintendo characters fight off each other in battle royal was crazy back then but it proved
it was a really good one.

  

Everything in the series is pretty detailed and very well made, including, of course, the music.
Melee probably has the memorable tracks, while Brawl has the most vast soundtrack of the
series, but even the first game had pretty good arrangement tracks and also some pretty good
original ones, like Meta Crystal for instance. This track is featured in the Metal Mario match in
the main mode of the game, which is hard since Metal Mario can take a lot of damage and is
hard to take of the stage.  This track really adds something to the stage since it is so fast-paced
and intense, so it definitely feels like a boss match.
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Something to add, Hirokazu Ando, a long time composer for many Nintendo games, has been
the main collaborator for the soundtracks in the whole series, pretty much he has been the main
composer for it.

  

If you have suggestions or  recommendations for     future "I love      that  song" segments or
just wanna  comment about the song  please   click    the  "Add new comment"    link or  
contact us via Twitter:  @Darktetsuya  or me, @act_deft !

  

Until next time, keep on smashin'!
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